Let me begin in the year 2000- My Story - (editing
underway)
For endowed parents (beginning with women in teaching their children)
My name is David Cassani. I was born in 1956, and joined the Church in
1974 in Walnut Creek, California. I have been active and striving to live
the Gospel all my "church" life, serving a mission in Washington DC. My
mission president wrote my parents that he seldom saw a missionary more
committed to this work. I had key revelations on my mission that formed
a patten in my life. For hours I was taught D &C 121 by the spirit on the
proper use of Authority. I know that section of scripture came from God.
I was taught what I will call health in the navel ...or to listen within and eat
simple whole foods...and listen to my body regarding what foods I needed.
I was had many lessons of example and key to the work was simply loving
those I was assigned to work with - with charity, the pure love of God, On
my mission I tasted what Nephi called the fruit of the tree, or love of God
and it changed everything. I saw the divine nature of all, and learned the
key to the work was simple example of the Saviors teachings. While on
my mission I was given a prophetic blessing you might say... from an
elderly sister I baptized- a witness of a global work I would serve for
mankind. This inspired woman, Sister White would pass away years latter,
but return from the spirit world to visit me while in Taiwan in 2017,
reminding me of my mission in this life.
After my mission, in later raising a large family... I was often called to be
in Bishoprics, and to teach Priesthood Quorums, or youth.
Outside the Church, I felt my career was a kind of mission ....to bring
corrupt business practices back to sound guiding principles of integrity and
purpose. I felt I had a very successful career and one where I felt an
unusual level of guidance,...both during work, and in leaving key positions
to move to another. One key I felt worked again and again in business was
to solve problems with simple councils or teamwork, and simply sit down
at the right time, and talk honestly about problems and seek solutions that
the council or group could develop. My employment felt like a mission
and still does. I received a number of key "transfers"during my career and
prompted or " was told" by the spirit to leave a number of good career
positions, as if being prepared for the next step or something in the
future .... roles that I had no idea of until about 2014 when Ezekiel 34, and

feeding nations was confirmed to me, regarding an earlier experience or
call I received in 2000.
In the year 2000, I had just finished Graduate work at BYU in
educational leadership and had just traveled to China to adopt a young girl,
our 6th child, and the first of 4 adoptions - all from China. I was also in the
third year -as a middle school teacher and acting principal at a small
education center or lab school we called the Alta Vista Education center, a
school that home educators attended part time - coming 4 - half days a
week.
In the spring of 2000 came to separate calls you might say.... I was alone
for several days, when I felt the spirit prompt me to go to my third story
office in our lab school and pray about "pains" in my life. As I did, the
first experience that came was physical pains in my stomach and how they
were connected to memories of my father. I had thought I had forgiven
him, but I learned I needed to understand more of his divine nature and
realize that he regretted his ways, and ask if I would forgive him. I was
given a vision of him in the future on the other side of the veil, and I
realized he did not have skills to understand his emotions., being raised
with a father who was hard of hearing. As I understood him more, it was
easy to forgive him, and the pains left my body. With school out, and no
schedules activities, I then --for the same day and two days later -continued to go to my office and was shown how my entire body was a
storage of memories and generational experiences or pains to address. In
addition to making connections between stresses and false views of my
history, I learned how to receive or find the truth, ...and as I did ...it
seemed that I could release pains deep within me ..or ask God for help in
taking them. ...then...I had added pains come to me, pains that I had no
conscious awareness of why they existed. When I asked why I was not
having memories attached to these pains, I was told by the spirt that they
were from past generations or my ancestors and I learned that God would
remove them from me if I had complete integrity in identifying them,
feeling them, and if needed ...seeing if.there was anything to learn from
them.
Years earlier while on a trip to visit my Father in California, I had
experienced the most intense emotional pains and was on the floor
wondering where they came from. I was told to feel them and was afraid
to, as they were so intense beyond any earthly pains I had ever
experienced. I could only imagine this was a small part of what the Savior
felt, yet beyond my ability to endure. I had faith to go ahead and did --when within an instant of experiencing such agony, the most powerful

pure love went through my entire being - and seemed to dissolve or take
these from me.
I was a teacher and lab school principal and with this experience and
the later experiences in 2000 that came to me, I had felt I had learned
something that would change entirely how mankind looked at medicine
and healing in today's world. I felt powerfully this was the work of Elijah
and would change the world's views of life and how our ancestors can
minister to us regarding our health - our history and their history. I told
my wife of the experience and a few others and at first they thought I was
misguided, yet later they ended up embracing trainings of those who did
similar work ---but more complicated versions of what I was taught simply
by the spirit.
Near this time, I was guided to read the Book Anatomy of the Spirit by
Carolyn Myss, and felt I had learned keys to temple worship found in
many major religions worldwide and our LDS temple initiatory
experience. I learned about our temple within, and how it related to the
two great commandments. I felt my own temple worship and initiatory
experiences made sense in new ways with what I had been taught for three
days by the spirit.
Added revelations came to me of three states of these centers or chakras
inside each of us, They were 1. Centered in love or faith or learning 2.
stressed on one side of centeredness, and 3. weakened or depressed on the
other side of centeredness. I did not have words to these states at that
time, but a general idea or vision of this kind of balance...leaning one way
or the other and my choices and integrity key to keeping them centered.
Near this time, I also experienced a quickening of my soul in the top of my
being with a power coming into me and extending to the left and right or
past and future, and experienced eternity for a brief moment with past
present and future as ONE within me. It was hard to describe in words,
but changed how I looked at time and eternity as separate ways of seeing
life. ..... With this,..... everything changed - as I felt I was in the presence
of divinity whenever I needed, and that we truly have a divine natureyes... all of us do. I have always known we also have a worldly or human
nature, that is somehow designed into us... and latter learned that life is
truely a mirror ....all we see - particular religion ---is a mirror --and we can
seek God and find the Kingdom within ...if we put realize even our own
religious traditions of men can keep us from following simple inspiration
and direction from God or from our own consciousness. So our life and
our health become a history stored in our bodies, our biology reflecting our
biography..... with our choice powerfully creating much of our life... as we

learn to overcome the nature man within, and become like Jesus and our
true divine nature. It became clear - how important our choices were in
deciding which prevailed and what kind of life we created with God while
here on earth.
Before I had read Anatomy of the Spirit, I had several other key
experiences with divine communion or divine union as I will call it. I saw
how key women came into my life- directed by God and changed so much
for me. In the year 2000, piece of this book put to words much of what I
was experiencing...but had difficulty describing.
Later that year in late spring of 2000, while at home next to my wife, ...I
was pondering the future of our education center and trip to China, when
there came a power - not of this earth or of earthly senses....up from the
earth through me, circling up through my entire being,...at another time it
felt like a magnetic with another power coming down - each power
circling and keeping me intact. This does not describe it entirely accurate,
but it was impressed to my mind that with the trials I was going through,
complete integrity would continue to hold me together emotionally and
bring me inner peace. It did, as close friends and associates had made false
claims about me, and as threats to harm my children and school children's
lives caused great stress for my family during this time, ..., In these trials I
found I had inner peace and my ability to function day to day was
sustained, I could see issues in life like never before. I felt awakened and
then came the first clear call to this work.

A parallel Prophetic role -I resisted speaking of.
Another key experience came sometime in the late spring of 2000, one that
would perplex me for some time and bring great opposition . With threats
from neighbors to harm our children (run over them with a car) and almost
doing it ... and with fears of continuing our "lab school" ....my wife and I
were seeking guidance one morning on the future of our education center.
We had been given signifiant funds from the Smith family trust and had
felt impressed to develop this learning center to support parents as primary
teachers in the home.. While wondering of the future of this education
center... I was laying in bed one morning with my wife next to me - when
up from my earth again -up from my feet - came a power through me with
a vision of a work starting in east Asia. An impression followed that I
would be working with leaders of nations and churches in this work to
help feed entire nations with a neighbor like learning center organized in
neighborhoods... something like what we had been operating. Then came

a clear impression that I resisted speaking of when I was given it.,
knowing it would not be received by others. I was told to receive it and
speak with complete integrity what I was receiving and I was told I would
be in a parallel prophetic (but temporal) role to the Prophet in a work to
feed nations, and that this would involve starting some kind of non profit
organization in the future. I spoke to a few of the experience, as I did not
understand what a parallel role was, and yet rationized it must be some
Zion like effort. I felt if there was to be anything to this, more would need
to come in the future and I should not worry about it now or need not act
now on it as details were few. Some individuals wanted me checked by
doctors but I was at peace - that I need not act on it and if there was
something to it, I would know in time. I went on with my career and life,
and yet, from time to time, I could not help but ...ponder about this work of
Elijah and our health and how simple it was and marvelous it was ..and
ponder if this work with this school had some future in the world. I found
in going to Church and sharing small parts of this at times, I was seen as
an odd and told by one leader, with that this kind of thinking and receiving
revelation would probably lead to me leaving the Church like others he
knew. I was very active and supportive but admit, this was a turning point
in my life, and the Church leaders struggled to understand me on one side,
and on another side --they were intrigued. One stake president counselor
told me - if all members thought Like me... the Church would move to a
new level. Again, while some were quiet- intrigued and compassionate,
others were very suspicious and suspected that I was supporting a
movement outside the Church... yet my goal was to return parents to a
more primary role in teaching their children by the spirit in the home.
Also creating quite a stir was that I was involved in new forms of
education that used AGENCY and respect to teach children...not
manipulation , pressure - rewards and control as I learned in traditional
teacher training programs. I had learned to listen within and follow the
spirit and run schools with a council process and a more shared leadership
approach - that acknowledged the unique challenge and mission of each
youth in the school and allowed all to be part of the leadership process. I
saw this as such an opposite trend to traditional hierarchal education or
even a shift from reward and popular love and logic type programs.

Why China and learning of the Fullness of the Gospel.
I will call this my Joseph Smith story, ... as not only was I related to him
through my wife, (my spouse -born the day and month the Aaronic
priesthood was restored) but we had received funds from the Smith family

and felt to consecrate them to the Lord's purposes, When we did so in
1989, I was given a lingering vision that stayed with me of an east and
west building adjacent to each other which we would someday turn into an
education center when I remodel it. This building was completed in 1997,
with an added second and third levels, and many commented how it felt so
good inside. It was later sold in 2004 to the LDS motion picture studio
and is currently used for editing major films the Church produces.
Back to me history, my wife had stated she felt prompted to support this
work from 1993 to 2000 with Smith trust funds - as this work also
involved her own life dream to run a children's theatre program that we
did in the afternoons after school.
Our plans and her dreams would change ---as back in 1999, she told me
she was visited one night by a woman of chinese ancestory who was on the
other side or from the spirit world and who awoke her, stood next to her
and spelled the name of a child to adopt in China. On the forth repeated
visit -this woman in the spirit world told her to write the name down of
this Child which she did.
We later adopted this chinese child we were guided to and over time -she
felt to pursue three others. ....my wife feeling that she and I had some work
to do in China with education and these children with challenging needs as they came from challenging adoption conditions for the most part.
It was confusing and difficult ...but I had found peace ...leaving this school
we had put our hearts and soul into, I was soon after directed to my next
employment by the spirit ...being hired to as a co director of a leading
mental health center for at -risk youth. I thought perhaps that is where I
may launch the work of health and healing I was given, but was there only
two years, making many simple yet significant changes to their operation
that resulted in major improvements with the youth. All the improvements
came through running informal leadership councils with integrity,---details of that I will leave for another time.
In feeling to leave that employment after two years, I struggled to find my
new direction and several options unfolded. I was hired to run the Utah
State capitols operations as building and ground supervisor during the
major $300 M renovation and under the direction of then Governor
Leavitt. My boss was gone so often, I ended up in the acting role of
director of operations. As the Governor was called to work in President

Bush's cabinet as secretary of health, Jon Huntsman Jr. then be Governor
and then would be chosen as ambassador to China by President Obama,
(and then later by President Trump to be ambassador to Russia) . I was
hired to work for the state under then director Keith Stepans, past director
of construction for LDS temples, and wondered what the Lord was doing
with my career.
In 2010, my mission or work was then unfold to me. Visions of the simple
nature of the endowment came to me as I was taken to the other side of the
veil ...I remember the math made sense, and symbolism was clear, and
following God meant letting go of religious traditions, as a key test of our
faith. i learned life was a mirror and even my own Church organization
was something I could be misguided with when I placed trust in a Church
and not God. Later, in about 2015, I had a visitation from Hyrum Smith
and was told Hyrum like figures would come to me and support me in this
work. They have and testimonies are in this website.
What was THIS WORK. Back in 2010, key names were given to me when visiting the northern California coast ... I had a clear feeling of the
presence of Joseph, Emma, many key figures from history and then I felt
multitudes or masses of those of Chinese ancestory. Over the following
seven years I would learn of the fullness of the Gospel given to the Saints
by Joseph, yet understandably not understood at that time and
symbolically set forth in the endowment. From 2010, to 2016 I learned
three names given for the Kingdom of God and how they relate to what
we do in the temples with our hands and signs with the work I was given.
When given names in 2010, I asked for a priesthood blessing and was told
after a long pause at the end of the blessing that President Monson would
help me. I wrote the First Presidency in August of 2010 of my experience,
but was sent a letter and told to address questions with my local stake
leaders. I did not realize until 2016 how President Monson helped me,
until I read in 2016,that he released from the First Presidencies office, in
November of 2010, three key historical books for publication, the minutes
of the Political Kingdom of God, which in reading included what I believe
were keys to the Kingdom of God within, or living constitution within
each of us- as Joseph called them. I will leave the rest of this for your to
explore with the spirit. ...but I could not help but feel the Lords hand in the
timing of this. ... as the First Presidency released this three months after
my letter to them.

In 2017, I was instructed by the spirit that this web site is intended for
endowed women or more specifically mothers in the Church, as start up
will begin primarily with them. This work is in not way intended to
happen through inappropriate compulsion but through their faithfulness
and spiritual gifts innate to most women helping to return their homes to a
simple language of health and faith with keys to our temporal and spiritual
needs connecting to day to day life in new ways, This is a simple work,
and though almost common sense to many in and out of the Church, this
clearly changes in a significant way how we look at applying and teaching
the Gospel. .with something as simple as how to feed our children. ...to
how to prepare communities for the second coming. I learned ...this is the
fullness restored to the Prophet Joseph- with key pieces coming from John
the revelator... and dreams have come to some that speak of this work as
joining the white horse for our day. I see Church history in new ways....
and testify, this work is of God and not of man. It is not a work to control
others, but teach correct principles and let them learn and heal by
governing themselves. ...indeed a fullness that Church history tells us
would come during politically turbulent times, This fullness was in
part ...key parts ... rejected in Joseph's day, and the Saints were not able to
embrace it during the conflicts and culture of their day . Severe trails
resulted from such... yet, you will learn most in the Church and even key
apostles were unaware of this work as key documents were kept with the
First Presidency. It was not until about 1950 that key scholars began to
discover these kingdoms, many scholars not quite understanding the
fullness I received as key pieces were missing.
I say this as most the Church is unaware or mislead by well intended
leaders at times who publish books that presume to be doctrine ...when
they are not doctrines of the Church.
From Church history and recent documents released, we learn this work
was foreseen to come out of the Church, but be separate from it --for clear
reasons in testing our faith, and needed aspects of growth needed to live a
higher order or more exalted way of life in preparation for the second
coming. As the Lord's servant in this cause, I welcome your contributions,
feedback, corrections, and support, and testify in March of 2017, the
Savior himself came to me- while in the Korea temple and confirmed and
bestowed this work upon me, later prompting me to proclaim this to the
endowed members of the Church. I so solemnly testify of this, in the
sacred name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

As you may imagine, most in the Church are not ready for this work, nor
was I - yet preparations unfolded and I encourage those interest to pray
and seek to live the higher order. ... meaning the more full understanding
of the word of wisdom, the law of consecration, and other laws revealed
for this work.
In April and early May of 2010, I received instruction on key names for
this work, the first being Simple Living Centers, and the second being
Habitat for Health...what is to be future international organization. As I
was instructed by the spirit to complete a business plan on this .....Key
economic pieces or token donations amounts were given to me for
neighborhoods to develop another local economic way to produce healthy
food and tip the consciousness of communities to another way of
life, ...meaning local food and home producing communities. I say this as
it is also clear that at some future time, economic systems will stumble and
in time fail and require us to trust for daily inspiration in organizing as
God directs a work in our homes and neighborhoods.
I and others closely to me who witness of this work were given dreams in
about the white horse and leaving the great and spacious building on the
white horse, protecting it and going with it.
Many in the Saints talk of this as a false prophecy or unconfirmed by the
Church. Those in the world interpreting were saying the Church would
somehow take over the government one day. This is truely false. The
governments of the world and economic system of the world most have
bought into will eventually fall apart and those in these Zion communities
will have a semblance of peace and order and another fiscal system based
on more commonwealth principles and care fo those in need, and a healthy
planet will evolve during the millenial era.
I have been told to proclaim this work the other may have clarity in this
preparation and let go of trusting in the systems of the world as the Lord
directs them.

To endowed women in the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints
oEditing underway
My challenge to all of us is that we get “anxiously engaged” in the good
cause of preparing ourselves both spiritually and temporally to be able to
assist in building the official Zion when the Lord sees fit to instruct his
prophet. BuildingZion.org
If we insist on waiting to be “compelled in all things” Zion, we shall be as
the five foolish virgins.
This work is rooted in our history, a history few have learned about... A
history that was kept in the First Presidencies office until November of
2010.,.... when the minutes of the Political Kingdom of God were released
for publication Scholars and even general authorities disagree among themselves on this
topic of the second coming. Some believe Nephi was told not to speak of
it. It was intended that way, that agency may be exercised - and this work
would only develop on ones relationship and personal revelation from
God.
As you take time to explore this site, you will learn what some say about
the prophet Isaiah.... that this is a work foreseen to come out of the east,
and as we learn in Church history,.... come during politically turbulent
times in the last days... prior to the second coming. This is a work we are
told from Church presidents... that would be SEPARATE from the Church
but come out of it, and out of Judah.

In the spring of the year 2000, I received a power through my entire being that
came up from the earth ---a powerful witness that came up my entire body
showing in stages so to speak... showing me me how a neighborhood learning
center we had built and later sold to the Church - would be a model like facility
that would help feed nations. I resisted what came up as it go higher within me,
as I knew those close to me would reject it and I did not understand it at the time,
but the spirit prompted me to receive it and speak with complete integrity - what I
was receiving. I then said what I was told .. that is that I would be in a parallel
role to the prophet, and in a prophetic role for a temporal organization- so me
kind of international non profit organization that would work with leaders of all
churches and nations. I set this aside and admittedly was considered delusional
by most family members....but I could not deny what I received. Ten years later
while running the Utah State Capitol operations, I traveled to California and in
the spring of 2010, I was then given - feeling the presence of Joseph - Emma and
others - names for the political kingdom of God and the Kingdom of God within
each of us - two keys to the fullness of the Gospel, given to Joseph and
symbolically put in the endowment just before he died. This was followed by a
visitation from Hyrum Smith years later, and by the Savior Himself in March of
2017 while in the Korean temple. John the Revelator had come earlier in 2010,
and revealed keys to an economic plan or an economy for neighborhoods and this
international work to help create Zion like communities. Names for key
organizations were given and I was instructed to complete a business plan for this
work- ministered to frequently as I did it. This summer in 2018, dreams and
visions and revelations have continued and come to myself and others related to
this work. I encourage you to read the Summer Fall Newsletter when it come out
in the next weeks.

This is a call for endowed women to help them connect with their temples
and the temples today. In 1999, in finishing graduate work at BYU, I asked
the Lord for direction regarding a family learning center we felt guided to
build to strengthen homes. Revelation came, more than I could ever
imagine over the last 18 years.
Learn about the three layers of understanding regarding the Kingdom of
God, . . .learn a simple - agency based way to feed our children,. (Health in
the navel) . . learn how you can help transition not only your home, but
your neighborhood and in time your community using power of example,

and connecting to the Kingdom of God... within- connecting the
Heavenly Church ..on earth as it is in heaven.
As revealed from the Prophet Joseph Smith to a mortal David in our
day, . . ... Simple Living Centers are a vision for neighborhood homes and
neighborhood centers that will someday dot the earth.....for now they are to
begin in home - home used as centers of education and health... education
by example or light and truth...
Learn how this in time . . .is an economic and spiritual model for a vision
for neighborhood temples most can walk to.
Sisters and Brotthers.... this is a work that begins with women changing
the language of the home and the language of health. This is a work based
on individual integrity emotionally within each of us, and a work that will
not be endorsed by the Church, as agency is key to our growth, testing and
living a more exalted way of life here on earth. The Lord in His wisdom
and unfolded this work with symbolic messages in the temple and for our
own temples. This is a work to live the fullness of the gospel with all our
heart and all the centers of life within us as found in the two great
commandments. I am your servant in helping you educate your family and
communities in this wonderful cause. I have been instructed to teach this
to women and mothers that are endowed - on line and through the web at
this time.
Sincerely Your brother and His servant.
David Cassani

